2003 ford focus fan relay
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Welcome to part 2 of this repair on the cooling fan system on a Ford Focus. To see part 1 please
click here. I consulted the wiring diagrams further and found that there was a fan resistor
located in the fan housing. After unplugging the connector this is what I found. One terminal
was badly damaged on the harness connector. I spliced in a new harness connector. Retested
the system and all is well. My guess is that the resistor and its connector were the original
problem and poor test methods by the previous shop had pushed the terminal for the relay out
of position. The temperature gauge started showing that it was running hot. Guy at radiator
shop told me to change fan clutch. Changed clutch. Checked resistance on CTS which showed
bad. Replaced CTS but new one did not show any resistance so I checked resistance on green
wire and is showing ohms. Grounded green wire and turned key to on position and gauge
maxed out. Gauge good. Turned key to on and green wire checked I tried another gauge from a
wrecked truck and it did same thing runs hot. Changed CTS again but now it shows
coldâ€”gauge does not move unless I unhook green wire and ground it and then it maxes out
gauge good? The top hose gets hot thermostat opens. Any ideas? Excess resistance would
result in a lower gauge reading in comparison to actual temperature. I would strongly
recommend checking the actual temperature of the engine before doing anything else. First
thing we need to clarify is that adding water only will drop the boiling point of the coolant and it
will overheat. Make sure the radiator cap seals properly and the hose between the overflow tank
and the radiator is good. Assuming yours has this set up. Next refill a cold system and monitor
the coolant level during warm up. A warm upper radiator hose before the engine is up to
operating temperature indicates a stuck open thermostat. A cold upper radiator hose just past
normal operating temperature indicates a stuck closed thermostat. Coolant boiling or being
pushed out of the system above F would indicate a possible cooling fan system problem. You
must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. The resistor was damaged as well.
Hooked the connector to the resistor. Log in to Reply. As far as I know it is a dealer part. Older
comments. Share Your Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. I
just replaced a new expansion tank the other one had a crack on the bottom. Yesterday I took
off the water was full. And it was really a hot day also. I went a few places and the temp gauge
was normal, everything was fine. I stopped by a friends house and as soon as I left there that
gauge went up so fast I couldn't believe it I only got a couple of blocks and I shut it down. It was
so hot I could hear boiling. I let it set for a long time put water in because it blew it out being so
hot drove home and it was allright. Today I checked the fuses they seemed good. I checked the
fan resistor on the bottom of fan shroud. It didn't have any burnt terminals and I checked the
resistor for continuity and it had a reading. I looked at the oil for signs of moisture and the oil
cap looked good. I even let it idle for a good 20 to 25 minutes today and it was fine. Maybe the
cylinderhead temp sensor how do you check them, could that maybe be keeping the low speed
fan from coming on it has twin fans? Do you. So doen 't one of your fans work? Check relays
and also have coolant system pressure checked for head gasket etc. Also check the resistor in
pic Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. When I test the relay it has about six or so
terminals. Yesterday I tested it with mutimeter, I set it on the lowest setting and the only reading
I got was 1 is that right. And the picture you sent me is the fan resistor correct. I did test it. It did
have a reading on the resistor I unplugged it and it had no burnt out terminals. And both fans
work when you turn on ac. And there is a low speed correct could it be the cylinderhead temp
sensor not turning the low speed on? Heres a chart to test the sensor the left column is temp in
f and c and the far right is ohms what it should be. Image Click to enlarge. Also test to see if

anything goes to the relay, but if both fans are working then it's not the one relay there are 3 for
this. Where are the rest of the relays I only know one? If this is a svt there are 2 if it's not there
are 4 if it's a 2. One is called a power hold relay that could be bad as well Was this answer. If I
want to test the cooling fan relay. There are six terminals, how do I tell which ones are the
control terminals and which ones are the power terminals? Just replace it with a like relay that
works is the easiest way all of them have 5posts that work not 6 besides you never told me what
system or engine you have or whether it is an svt. Read previous replies. Hello to hmac My
focus has a 2. Please login or register to post a reply. An overheating engine is never a good
thing to have happen. If the problem is caught quickly you can save the headache of a major
engine repair and possibly having to buy a When The Gauge Thanks John. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! A cooling fan relay is used on vehicles that have an electrical fan
to cool the engine. The function of the cooling fan relay is to convert a low voltage signal from
either the electronic control module ECM or a thermostatically controlled sensor. By using a
lower voltage signal to control the relay, there is less stress on the rest of the wiring and
charging system. When the fan relay does not work, then the proper signal will not be received
and the fan cannot cool the system down. When the cooling fan relay gets its signal from the
ECM , the wiring diagram will typically resemble the following illustration. The cooling fan relay
is normally located in either the underhood fuse and relay center or mounted to the electric fan
assembly behind the radiator. To replace the cooling fan relay, there are two methods that we
will cover for the positions mentioned above. Keep area around the fan blade clear in order to
avoid injury. If at any point it is not possible to avoid contact with the radiator fan assembly, it is
recommended to disconnect the battery in order to render the radiator fan inoperable. The box
is typically located on either the driver or passenger side of the engine compartment near the
fender. This will be accomplished by removing or releasing any combination of retaining clips
or fasteners. Step 3: Identify the cooling fan relay. We must now identify which relay is the
cooling fan relay. Step 4: Be sure power is off. At this point, check to be sure the ignition key is
in the off position. For added safety, take the key out of the ignition and set it either on the dash,
or in the center console if equipped. Step 5: Replacing cooling fan relay. Gently pinch the relay
with your fingers and wiggle back and forth, all while also pulling up on the relay. Step 6: Match
replacement relay to the original. Once the cooling fan relay has been removed, compare the
replacement relay to the relay that was removed. Ensure the relay is of the same basic
dimensions. Flip the relay over and compare the terminal number and orientation. Step 7: Install
new cooling fan relay. Position the relay above the recess where the original was removed from
and gently press it into place. Step 8: Verify the new cooling fan relay is properly seated.
Visually look at the base of the cooling fan relay to be sure the base of the relay is seated
completely into the socket. Step 9: Verify operation of replacement cooling fan relay. Verify the
operation by energizing the cooling fan relay. This is done by either warming the engine up to
operating temperature or by turning on the air conditioning system. Step 1: Locate the cooling
fan relay. Visually inspect the electric cooling fan assembly for the cooling fan relay. Step 2:
Disconnect electrical connector. The cooling fan relay has an electrical connector that will need
to be disconnected and switched over to the replacement cooling fan relay. Most commonly
used connectors are a push type connector. Disconnect connector and remove cooling fan
relay. Step 3: Compare the replacement cooling fan relay to the one being removed. Visually
inspect the replacement cooling fan relay and compare it to the removed relay. Pay specific
attention to the physical dimensions of the relay, and more importantly, to the number and
orientation of the pins on the replacement. Step 4: Install replacement cooling fan relay. Plug
the electrical connector into the replacement cooling fan relay and reinstall it back into place.
Step 5: Verify the operation of replacement relay. Replacing your cooling fan relay is a vital
repair for keeping your car running properly. The most popular service booked by readers of
this article is Cooling Fan Relay Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over
services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will
come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house
calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Cooling Fan Relay Replacement
Cost. Service Location. The relay should pull free with nominal effort. Sometimes it is necessary
to use a small screwdriver or pair of pliers to carefully coax the relay out of its cradle. Method 2
of 2: Replacing a cooling fan relay mounted to electric cooling fan assembly Step 1: Locate the
cooling fan relay. The illustration above is a typical example of how the relay may be mounted
on some models. Tip : If there is a question as to whether or not a component is the cooling fan
relay, a workshop repair manual can be used to find the location on a given vehicle. Note : The
remaining steps below are the same for either method listed above. Note : Most, but not all,
manufacturers have the cooling fan system designed to come on when the air conditioner is
turned on. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes

and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details.
Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Cooling Fan
Relay Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Peter 43 years of experience.
Request Peter. Was very professional, punctual and is very knowledgeable. He did a great job
working on my truck. Shawn 12 years of experience. Request Shawn. Shawn was professional,
knowledgeable, and was able to fix my car within a timely manner. Will be using services again!
Thanks Shawn. Patrick 33 years of experience. Request Patrick. Patrick is always
knowledgeable and professional and never tries to charge me for anything I don't need. I have a
nineteen year old Jeep that I love, and Patrick takes excellent care of her, and I trust him
implicitly to keep her running smoothly! He's truly invaluable! Ernesto 32 years of experience.
Request Ernesto. Ernesto repaired my car in a timely fashion. He was knowledgeable,
communicated what was going on with the car and has a pleasant personality. Thank you
Ernesto! Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Read more. When When you start your car,
a number of things happen. The fuel pump delivers gas through the fuel lines to the fuel
injectors, and the battery delivers voltage to the ignition which sparks, ignites the fuel vapor,
and ca
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uses How to Replace an Electronic Control Relay Electronic control relays are tied to many
components in your car. When an electronic part doesn't work in your car you may need to
replace a relay. If the weather in the area has been very hot, you can expect a rise in the
operating temperature of a vehicle. The cooling system works to remove as Car overheated If
your radiator is leaking then that will cause your car to overheat. The coolant system is
pressurized so if it can not hold pressure then the coolant will begin to boil in the engine
causing it to overheat. Green coolant accidentally mixed with red coolant Hey there. The two
coolant chemical compositions are different and may cause corrosive action or gelling of the
mixture. If it becomes corrosive, it may damage gaskets and metal components in the engine. If
the mixture becomes gelled, then it Browse other content. Schedule your Cooling Fan Relay
Replacement today! Cooling Fan Relay Replacement Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

